
Bar Hoppin' With Hops 

   The Second Century Tour 
        Hops MacBarley's 2013 

             Key West Bar Boondoggle 
 

Bar #124: 
Red Garter Saloon 

202 Duval Street  
www.ricksbarkeywest.com/pages/red-garter-

saloon  
Friday, 21 June, 10:00 PM 

 
Yuengling (bottle) $5.00+ 

 
Hell yeah.   

 

Not the first naked lady bar of the Tours, but 
the first since Teasers (#69).  This time I had an entourage, as Scott, Brian, 

and Jan accompanied me to the sexiest of the Rick's Complex bars. 
 

We staked out a stand/sit spot at the back end of the front bar, and ordered 
up some brews.  It took no time at all before a mid-20's woman, about my 

height in heels (no, she was in heels) came over.  She seemed to have 
taken an immediate shine to the Hopster, and cozied up close to learn 

more.  Can ya blame her? 
 

She was sexy, of course, but she was lovely too.  Not lovely like cruising-
with-the-top-down-pink-moon Roxie at Barrelhead, but model kind of 

lovely.  Hair was done up nice, lots of sexy make up, very skimpy outfit.  
She really was beautiful.  I asked her where she was from.  I was not 

surprised when she said Ukraine.  You know those Ukrainians, yes?  Haha, 

nudge nudge.  Ya. 
 

Anyway, she quickly figured out that my money was not angling in her lovely 
direction, so she doused the roaring fire that was burning in her heart and 

went off in search of a more willing wallet. 
 

This place is pretty big, with a large back room to complement this front 
performance area.   It's got a classy feel to it, but with the red sluttiness 

aspect, too, that they flaunt with pride.   
 

I couldn't take any pictures in here without causing a stir, but I would have 
liked to get a snap of the pretty cool model train collection that they had 

behind plexiglass over the bench seats along the wall.  (Ha!  Not the 
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women.  Is at what you were thinking??)  The array of trains did not rival 

the Extensive Steins Of Rick's Bar. But it was still pretty cool, especially for a 
strip club. 

 
As you'll recall, we were dressed just a tad more nicely than usual because 

of that Museum thing that we went to before 90 Mile before Montaditos 
before Rick's.  Kinda cool to be in better threads in a place like this.  Gives 

the whole experience a classier feel.   
 

Two decades ago, when I lived in Hilton Head, I had a few guests in town for 
a visit, and they craved an evening at a strip club.  It just so happened that 

there was one not far from the country club where I tended bar, and where 
the six of us had spent the last seven hours banging out 36 holes of wicked 

high quality golf and wicked high quality saucing in wicked sweltering July 
heat.   

 

When we got to the Pink Cadillac, we figured we'd do the world a favor and 
change out of our soppy, sweaty, beery shirts and put on fresh T's and 

tanks.  Not everyone had brought one, but I had a few clean ones in the van 
so we all could look and smell not-so-rude when we walked in. 

 
Steve, Ed, and Nooch -- the T-shirted folk -- went in first, dutifully paying 

the $10 cover charge.  The door girl, however, halted Patrick, Richie, and 
myself, imposing the No Tank Tops Allowed edict on us.  We all -- including 

the girls -- got a chuckle out of the fact that women were naked inside, but 
we couldn't get in with our shoulders showing.   

 
They stood fast by the edict, though, citing the tried-and-true rationale 

of We don't make the rules, and we returned to the van to re-don our 
offensive golf shirts.  It's always feels so gross to put some god-awful 

clammy thing like that back on; you wonder how you ever wore the damn 

rag it in the first place.   
 

But when back we came to the Pink Caddy, the door girls were all 
apologetic, and they let the three of us in for free.  Ha!  I guess the ten 

bucks was a not sitting in a disgusting shirt surcharge.  So, I can dig the 
sleeves requirement.  Without sleeves, you're a scumbag; everyone knows 

that.  Scott and I routinely do the no-sleeve T, sometimes manufactured 
that way, but commonly just torn off.  Ron once admitted to that the very 

first thing he does with any T-shirt, even before trying it on, is to rip off the 
sleeves.  Scumbags all, and scarily proud of it, damn it! 

 
I don't know if Red Garter has a similar policy.  I doubt it.  There are just too 

many KW people -- both tourists and locals -- who dress beach-casual.  I'm 



betting the farm that shirts are required, but sleeves might be going too 

far.  It didn't matter in our case.  Us three guys all had sleeves.  Scott even 
had buttons and a collar, fer cryin' out loud.  (Or should that be "fuck Ryan 

out loud"?  Let's ask Ryan.) 
 

Anyway, a steady stream of women took their turns on the stage and on the 
pole for our entertainment and edification.  Duh, you know how titty bars 

work.  I don't have very vivid descriptions of them because, frankly, I was 
trashed by now. 

 
Four freebies at the artsy affair, an Oberon (or two?) at 90, that $1 Mahou, 

my Big Gulp of KWSA next door, and now.... Scott ordered up a second 
round!  This was tallying up to about beer number ten on a stomach that 

had a salad for lunch.   
 

I needed food, and NOT a montadito.   Bidding my entourage a fond good 

evening, and hoping that someone we know would see Jan in there, I exited 
stage left. 

 


